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Fall 2015 application 

 

“Basically, I took three or 
four different machines 
and put together one  
machine to do what I  

needed it to do.”    
 

                -Nick VanWychen  



 

 



No-till planting. Undisturbed soil and residue from the previous crop helps to 

protect the soil surface.



. Undisturbed soil and residue from the previous crop helps to 

protect the soil surface. 



 

Figure 1: Field was planted with Dawn 
Curvtine closing wheels. Note the loose 

soil covering the seed furrow (Dawn 
Curvtine results: 34,000 pp). 

Figure 2: Field was planted using Exta-
pa closing wheels. Note the defined 

seed furrow (Extapa results:  
32,571 pp). 

Figure 3: Field was planted using a 
Martin + Smooth seed closing combi-
nation. Note the defined seed furrow 
(Martin + Smooth results: 33,857 pp). 



 

 

 

Table 1: Closing wheel results in descending order of plant population 
estimates. Plant population estimates taken on July 5, 2016 from seven 
different locations in the 23-acre field. Of the 13 closing wheels or com-
binations of wheels, 10 had significant results.  
  * Available for rental 
  ** Combination of closers produced less than acceptable plant popula-
tions. Values were below the least significant difference (LSD) of 30,770 
plants/acre. 

Closer Plant Population (pp):  

1. Dawn Curvtine* 34,000 pp 

2. Martin + Smooth 33,857 pp 

3. Yetter 2 Disk + Wheel 33,857 pp 

4. Yetter Spike + Smooth 33,285 pp 

5. Pro-Stitch* 33,142 pp 

6. Posi (Schlagel Mfg.) 33,142 pp 

7. Posi + Yetter Spike 33,142 pp 

8. Martin + Cast Iron 32,857 pp 

9. Extapa’s 32,571 pp 

10. Yetter Spikes 32,000 pp 

11. Yetter Spike + Dawn 

Curvtine** 
30,428 pp 

12. Dawn Curvtine + Posi** 29,000 pp 

13. Yetter + Pro-Stich** 28,285 pp 
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